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Mr.,Chairman, Memi?ers of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear beforecyou'today to testify concerning

a legalization program for illegal a4iens Jiving 'in the United
011..

States. This:progTam is one element of President Reagan's pjckage

of proposals ea curb illegal immigration. The specffic.focus 6f

today's hearing is the pi=oposed legislation which would provide a

temporary residency status for illegal aliens in the United States

who meet the,gualificat9ns established iA this proposal.

As the Attorney General pointed out in his appearance on July
4

30, 1981 before the joint subcommittees of the Senate and House,

the overriding, purpose of this Administration's proposals is to

make our immigration laws and policies more.realistic -- and to
49

enforce those laws effectively.

Many,countiies in Latin America, the Caribbean, Europe, Asia

and Africa are sources bf illegal migration to the United States.

However, an estimated 60 percent of the illegal. aliens in this

country. are Mexican nationals. In the last fourteen years,

apprehensions of deportable aliens by the Immigration and

'Naturalization Service (INS) have increased twenty-fold. A report

by Census Bureau.ddinggraphers for the Select Commission on

Immiciration.and.Refugee.Policy estimates the illegal migrant

population ip the range of three and one-halt to 6 million at any

one time. we assume that the illeal migrant dlopulation is in part
f
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a temporary population which fluctuates seasonally, however, some
, _

.

migrants return to their homeland after stays.of one to'fiv years, '7\]/ ..

.-
.

while other illegal aliens come with the intention of staying
.

. a

permanently and do so. Violators of -the immigration law'are.not'

only those who enter without inspection or with false or fraudulent

documents, but also those mho enter legally with nonimmigrant

visas, an either overstay those visas, or violate their UrMs by

4
working in the United-States.

The exact chaLcteristics'of.the illegal iril§rallt population'

are unknown. The lack of information on this population flakes it,

impossible to.determine.t4e precise demographic or economic impact

of illegal migration, but certain implication's are self-evident.

AttemptsJoy the federal government, including initiatives

- within the Congress/ to fgrmuiate'a policy to control the illegal

migrant phenomenon have, sdiar, failed. Various states have taken

'actfonson the problem. A California law which prohibits the.

empkoyment of illegal migrants, was upheld by the ,U.S. Supreme

CoUrt; however, the California law, like similarlaws passed by ten

othej state legislatuies, has not been efectively enforded.
A

**The presence of'an ever increasing number of ',illegal aliens

the country clearly demonstrates that,opr prevailing national"

policies, intended to control, the'i.nflux oriMmigrants across our

borders, have failed.
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The Administration is now proposing a comprehensive and'

integrated set of initiatives teregain control of the immigration

process. This. legislation is premised on two facts: that there.

are between 3 and t million illegal miens. in*this Country, and

that their.nlimbers are continuing t'b grow from one-qualikter

,

one-half million each year .

Together, these proposals should substantid1ly reduce illegal

immigration by increasing enforcement of existing programs,
4

pfohibiting'the employment of IA:regal aliens, expanding

opportunities to work lawfully ih the U.S., by raising immigration
A

ceilin4t,for Canada and4Mexico, establishing the experimental'

50,000 per year temporary 'worker program, ana legalizing aliens who
N ,

4,,

are illegally in the country at- the present time.
,

.4 .

Today, I will discuss the provisions o f the proposed temporary

resident status for illegal aliens legislation. This legislation

would imormit illegalaliens who were present in the United States

prior to January 1, 19801 and who are not otherwise excludable/ to

apply for a new status of "temporary resident." This status would

be renewable every three years, and after a total of ten years of

continuous residence, from the date'of entry to the U.S., temporary-

residents would be eligible to apply for permanent resident status

and eventually citizenship.

11.
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Thte United States hes neither the resources, the capability/

O

- nor the desire to' uproot and depart milli,onS of illegal aliens,
.

.
,

many of whom Wave becOme integral members of their communities. By

,
.

. .
J

.1

granting limited legal stAtus -to the pro8ntive and law-abiding
,-,

. e \
.
members of these communities, this proposal acknowledges the

.
..

..._-

reality o4 the situation confronts us due-to the failure of
,.

-4- , t . ,

4 .

past policies. ,

-The existence of .a large illegal migrant population within our
I?

t

I

barders violates the basic concept ,that we are a nation under law,'
.

.

and this Cannot be tolerated. The costs to'society of permitting a
4).

large group of persons to live in an illegalstatus are enormous.

,
Society is harmed every time an undodumented alien is afraid to

",testify as a witness in a 4egal roceeding -- which occurs even if

s the victim, -- to report an illness that may

constitute a publi(health halard, or to disclose a violation of

U.S. labor
c,

%

n seeking a solution to this problem, the Administration has

)

the alien

.0

cons erdd a range of options, including deportation effdrts,.te

.use,of xisting ehokcement Procedures and legalization, Attempts

at massive deportation could be destruntive to U.S. civil
7-

.
. .

. .

liberties,
4
costly, could resue lt in legal challenges and

, ,
J

ineffective. The only time in U.S. history when such a massive-

deportation ''effort occurfed-Oas- in the mid,n50's whhk INS

01

I.

-f



expelled or repatriated more than l million.aliens. This was dine

at Eremendous' cost and, ino a importantly, violated the civil,'

liberties pf some Mexican(Americans'Who.mere forcibly, repatriated
_

to Mexico Such an efISrt is unacceptable today.'
P4

LegalizatiOn,-= accompanied by neK, more effective enforcement

mdasufed is in the national interest of the United States for

compelling reasons:

o."Ouatified aliens would be able to contribute mare to

sOcietx if they were able to participate in 1Tle

open. Most illegal aliens are hardworking, 'productive

individuals who already pay taxes and contribute to

this country'. Any adverse impact of their prdsence on

the economy has already been absorbed.

,o The enactment of employers sanctions legigItion would
N f

curtail further Uncontrolled hiring of illegal aliens.

o Legalization wouid enable the INS to target its

.enforcement resources on new flows of illegal aliens,

dtd avoid devoting limited investigative resources to

cases which involve the claims'of anthill for equities.,

under the law.
%

I The Administration's bill permits-Immediatd'legalizition of

illegal aliens who entered theMpited States prior to-,Jan4ary 1,

C .t :
1980 and who have had a continuous residence in the United States

4
k
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estimated that under favorable conditions, as many as 69 percent of

0 .

those aliens now in. the United Stftes might qualify for

legalizat1.2p if the eligibility date wer& January. 1980, and the

legalization Progrdm began in January 1982. 'This could,mean as

many as 3.6 million aliens could apply, if one assumes the upper

limipt'of the illegal alien population estimate as 6 million.

Previous amnesty plans, which proposed changes in Section 249

of the Immigration and Nationality, Act, have provided an ongoing

mechanism through which illegal'aliens could establish eligibility

for registration as permanent resident aliens. A drawn-out and

piecemeal process for establishing eligibility for legalizatIon,

however, would only pqrpetuate an already serious'problem. The '9"-

Department, therefore, proposes a specified, 12-month, one-time

only, period during which applicants fOr legalization could come'

forward.

An examination of the experiences of othet ountries may,, be

helpful.to this Committee in determining the limits'of the program. A

The time allotted for the Australian legalization program was only'

three months; the Canadian amnesty lasted only 60 days. Roth of

these periods proved to be too short. It was impossible to gain
t,

the t of the illegal alien population or even communicate

adequately to them the provi9ions of the pro9r.ams within such short

time spans. In the view of the Administration, a longer
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0
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Qigibility period, such ad oae year, is more likely to reach

illegal alien population that represents a lar4e sti4ata of our

society and one that may beleas than trustful of thl Goverhment's

intentions. If the time frame is unrealiatically compressed, not

qualifiedall qualified illegal aliens will come fopgard to register under

the INS=operated legalization program. Some wil4. choose not to
4

reveal their past lack of status; others will remain uncertain as

to t d program's benefits to them;, and others' aim y Will plan on

-returning to their countries of origin in the, near future. The'

last would not be n unwelcome result. Certainly, some illegal

i
*

aliens will go hom -- pot.just those lacking th continuous

1residence requirement.. A principal benefit to,t e Govexnment of

(
avoiding a,drawn-,cut or continuously available.legalization program

.

is that it clears the way for swift and effective enforcement
,.

.

Ar

initiatives by INS to stem future flows.

It is anticipatqd that from 1.0 ,to 3.6 million persons might

come forward and Zjualifyunder these circumstances. The experience .

of othdelegalization programs indicates thattfar fewer came

forward than were expected or than could conceivably qualify. Only

about one-thirdtof the expected number came forward to rev. ter

under theQanadian program. .

%m y.
The'INS would depend on publicity through all media-bah to

announce the basis for qualification under the legalization program.
ME o .

10
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acid to explain the availability of, assistance from private and
.

public agenCies for,srNaring applications'.

Aliens seeking legalization under the program would have to

epktablish their date of birth, that.they are employed or Would be

suppirted' and would not become a public charge, that they entered

6 the United. States before January '1, 1980, and finally, that they

have continuously resided in the United States-since before that

time. Examples of documents that could Ye used to prove residence

woull'be: bankbooks, rent or tax receipts, licenses, birth or

bapitismalrecords of children born in the U.S., postmarked mail

addressed-to the individual; employment records; letters from,

se.
business firms on letterhead paper giving specific dates,of

business dealings with the individual; letters from landlords

showing the date's the individual lived on 'their ptoperty; utility

receipts showing dates of service to the individual; and affida0its .

.

of-credible witnesses who have personal knowledge of and Can vouch

for the continuity of residence o1the individual. A report of

medical examination on the standard INS form woul1d be

required.

Unavoidably, the Administration's proposal to provide illegal

aliens the opportunity for legalized status would place increased..,

administrative and enforcement responsibilities on INS. INS1rwould

be required to screen anclprodess the applications of those who

1

,

.74

4
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. se[cito%-qualify under the program. Moreover, the` requ'irement for,
A

an applicant.to furnish evidenc of entry before a certain date and

for a specified continuous p od of residence mould likely'---

igenerate an kncreade in the use of flaudulent.or forged documents..
s.

INS is exploring -new administrative procedures for assumi*g tjis

anticipated increase inLworkloadwith some degree of facility and

.

iwithout, sacrificing-the coAcerns of security and records integrity.

INS recognizes the need 'to,adopt more innovative and more flexible

operational pxocedures to'make'the program workable.

'The Department proposes a ten-year\period of catinuous
J

\
.

residence 'to ensure a measure of fair and equitable treatment for
,

, \.
4,

all other Applicants for ben et
If;
its which tall within the provisious

.

(

iof the Immigration and Nationality Act. As you knov, U.S. Consular
%.*

officers around the world are required to report regularly to the #

;.-, .., ,
.

Departinent of State aLl qualified applicants for numerically
I

limited immigrant visas, as does. the INS 4 ell ll qualified
.% .

4

applicants for adjustment of'status. ,Today,1 the lists for many -

classes of immigrant visa pplicants are oversubscribed. This
.\

simply means that more qualified persons seeiit to enter the United
,

,

States .than there are available.yisa numbersolat any one time.
J

Thus, spbuses and onmarried sons and daughteri of permanent
. ..

'resident aliens from Mexico have already been 'waiting six and
, '

...3

. -

1
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4. St.

Aone-:half years 'for a visa .for,permannt r dence. In other
.---

-7.---

categories waiting. periods are as great as.11_ Years.
. . 4. ,

.

.-
Ifi'proposing the 10-.year continuous residence requirement, the

Department is solici ofe of the rights and_entitlements of those

wh'o 'apply .14gally,and wait pktiently foe benefifs under the Act.'
-8

Thus, it would be manifestly inequitable to extend the

extraordinary benefits o peimanent rOsia.ency to an applicant in,

illegal statuS, while* at the same time withholding a. benefit from a

qualified applicant wh& has complied with all of the necessary

provisions of the law.

Considerations of equity re also the basis for restricting

or
aliens who Ore granted'temporary resident status from bringing.

their spouse or childien to the U.S. and fordenying them benefits

nder variou social welfare programs. If we were to apply the

long-standing principle of fAmily reunification to illegal aliens

seeking temporary resident status, we would b'e extending th4T

1 greater benefits than are now available to permanent resident

aliens already in the.U.S. Mdny permanent residantg" must"currentlyI

wait from two"to six-and-a-half years before they can be joined by

their families.

In a practicala vein, we estimate that most illegal aliens who

would qualify are either single or alreqdy have their families in

country,. and under the proposed provisionY, they would not be

I
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forged to be separated frgm their families. Dependents already

11.1

living in the U.S. would qualify .for residency status in. their' own

right, and would npt face removal from*their family. Even those

wh9,04e required to be_sgpae;Zed could Yeturn to their hoipland

for regular, visits with their fathilies. By qualifying for

--temporary resident status, the illegal alien gains substantial
4-

benefits: the unimpeded right to work; freedom of travel to his'

homeland; ande*ventually, permanent residence in the United States.

The entitlement to permanent residendy in the United States is

viewed as an extraordinary benefit and has never. been accorded

lightly under the law.''Thu's,,a lengthy period of continuous

residencel4s required today for creation of a record of lawful

admissionlund4 Section 249 of

suspenon of deportation Section 244 of the 7law must be able

to show continuous physical presence in the U.S.' r at least seven

years in some instances and ten:years in others to qualify for
a

tie Act. A petitioner seeking a

relief.

The ten-year period of continuous residence priOr to

qualifiqation for permanent resident status and the requirethent oT

English language ability have been criticized by some groups as

Unnecessary and onerous.' I have already spoken of fairness

concerning persons Who have, waited patiently and legally for

admiqsion to the United States. A ten-year period of.temporary.

. 00

14'
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residence provides both the alien an the United Sth.eS sufficient

time ,to carefully consider'the proper disposition and

qualifications of the applicant for integration,into our'society.

We would expect few ,if any ofthoiq otherwise qualifiet intividuals

who had spent ten or more years in the United States to i:51 found'

lacking the minimal English language ability required by the law.

r9iI.should all° point out that certain eligibility.provisions

for adjustment of status in the proposed legislation that pertains

to Cuba* and Haitians are more lenient than the ten-year residency

pr /ovisions for illegal aliens.

Thlis,-the Cuban/Haitiam proposal would allow most of the

undocumAted Cuban and Ha itian entrants to regularize heir

presence by applying for a new "temporary resident" status. After

five years:of continuous residence in this country, such Cubans and

Haitians could apply for permanent residence, prdviding they were
11,0_

self-sufficient, had minimal English language ability, and were not

Otherwise excludable.

The 1980 Mariel boatlift brought a wave of 125,000 Cubans to

the beaches of south Florida. Among those persons were criminals

and dentelly,ill, some of whom were forcibly` expelled by Fidel

Castro. NotwithStandin its moral obli tions to do' so under

international law, the cuban overn nt has refused to allow these

individuals to return to Cuba.

15
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Furthermore, there,isa continuing migration to Florida of

undocumented aliens from Haiti and elsewhere. Although the

government of Haiti is willihg to accept the return of Haitians

depotted by the United Stat4s,-exclusiOn proceedi have been
- 0-

.

blocked by time-.consumiill ''judicial challenges to Immigration and

Naturali2ation Tervice prOceedings.

With regardoto this *Cuban/Haitian class of approximately

160,000,' thereds little likelihood that the majority can ever be

vreturned to their homelands. In fact, Congress has recognized.the

intrinsic difficulties in dealing with this class of undocumented

arrivals and asylum claimants fairly and even-handedly, and has

already preided them special benefits through the Fascell-Stime

Amendment to the Refugee Ed6cation Act of 1280 during their tenure

as Cuban/Haitian entrants.
,

The Administration-ehdor!ses the-position of tee Select

Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy that a one-time

legalization Pogram is a: necessary part of/an effective

enforcement program but the Administration does not believe that

the United States should begin' the process of legalization until

new enforcement measeres,.%uch as employer sanctions, have been

instituted ta-make'it clear that we ire determined as a natigito

curtail new flotas of illdgal aliens

I 16 .



The Administration realizes that without,more effective

nforce ent than the Ured States has had in the past,

1 galiza ion could-serve as a.stimUlus,to further illegal entry.

The!amii *stration is opposed to any program that, could precipitate,

such it movement. Further the absence of effective enforcement

could lead to a low participation rate in thb legalization program.

.

Continuation and enhancement of enforcement efforts in ,this country ..

deouldf,encourage many 'illegal aliens to regularize their status
. ..

, Al.

under the Legalization program. Thu,s tliens found as a result of

#' 41.

INS operations during the 12-month period of the program would be

given the opportunitYb o apply for consideration. Upon the

donclusion of the 12-month prpgram, however, any, illegal alien

apprehended, even if forwrly tech ally qualified for this

r
one-time program, would be immediately removed from the United
4 4

States. A

" The policy of the United States regarding illegal aliens must

be clear: this nation will offer legal permanent rsidence to

those who illegally entered during a period of ambiguity in the

'Un tea States' attitude towards illegalmigration, but it will no

loner tolerate the continued entr or employment of arveillegal
-

.class of 'residentA. I will be glad t. answer any questions you

have concerning the proposed program for affording illegal aliens

temporary resident status in the United States.

DO J. ISSI10'


